CONTEMPORARY STYLE
EXCEPTIONAL VALUE

THE PREFERRED CHOICE
FOR MEETING THE MOST
RIGOROUS REQUIREMENTS FOR
ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND
SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

The LSF is the complete balance of contemporary style and photometric performance. With a
streamlined form factor that’s new but feels familiar, the LSF delivers superior illumination by
utilizing advanced LED technology. The LSF offers an exclusive mounting plate that facilitates
quicker installations in the field, thus reducing labor costs. Designed for complete versatility, it’s
ideal for lighting up educational facilities, offices, industrial areas, and other commercial spaces.

OPTIONAL INTEGRATED
MOTION SENSOR
With Smart Blu™ technology, the LSF
can utilize motion sensing and daylight
harvesting to better control the light.

With dimming control, the light can be adjusted for the needs of the
application, specific activities, or the preferences of the occupants.

EASE OF INSTALLATION
Available in 4’ or 8’ models, the LSF gets
the light where you need it the most. It
can easily be suspended or surface
mounted with an exclusive back plate.

ARCHITECTURAL LENS
The LSF’s contoured acrylic ribbed lens
satisfies the desire for a pleasing visual
aesthetic and provides a uniform light
distribution that’s glare-free.
The durability and performance of the LSF wrap provides ideal
flexibility for adapting to a variety of indoor lighting applications.

DECORATIVE END CAPS
High-impact, injection molded ABS
material helps maintain durability and
an attractive visual appearance.

QUALITY ILLUMINATION
The advanced LED technology creates
high-efficient illumination for increased
comfort and maximizes spacing.

DEFINING THE STANDARD OF VALUE

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

The overall value of the LSF LED luminaire is hard to overlook. Quality, durability, and optical
performance are all signatures of the engineering design. With its mounting flexibility and
pleasing visual appearance, it literally sets itself apart from the competition. Efficiency and
high-quality illumination make the LSF the preferred choice for meeting the most rigorous
requirements for energy consumption and sustainable design.

Catalog Number

Size

CCT

Wattage

Lumens

L70 Calculated Life

LSF1-4-UNVL-25-2

4’

3000K, 3500K,
4000K or 5000K

25.0W

Up To
3,430L

161,000 Hours

LSF1-4-UNVL-30-2

4’

3000K, 3500K,
4000K or 5000K

28.8W

Up To
4,075L

161,000 Hours

8’

3000K, 3500K,
4000K or 5000K

51.1W

Up To
8,520L

161,000 Hours

LSF1-8-UNVL-50-2

• Energy-efficient LED replacement for
existing 2 lamp T8 fluorescent or equivalent.
• Available in 4 ft. or 8 ft. models with lumen
packages up to 8,520L.
• 3000K, 3500K, 4000K or 5000K CCT
• Suspended or surface mounted.
• Designed to facilitate easier installations.
• Industry leading 10-Year warranty.

SIMPLE DESIGN. BOLD PERFORMANCE.

PRODUCT APPLICATIONS

The aesthetic design of the LSF easily blends with an existing architectural plan. It’s

• Classrooms

• Industrial Areas

configurable to allow one-for-one replacement of existing fluorescent wraps without

• Conference Rooms

• Retail Areas

disrupting the look of the overall space. The low-profile housing offers 4 ft. and 8 ft. models

• Office Spaces

• Commercial Spaces

that accommodate lumen packages up to 8,520 lumens. Its proprietary lens is engineered

• Hallways/Corridors

for volumetric distribution that creates uniform light for increased comfort and maximizes

make a significant impact in your space for years to come.
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spacing. The back plate for surface mounting assists with accelerated installations out in

94.49 in

2400.00mm
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2330.00mm
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9.69 in

LSF1-8
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